About the Camp

http://www.flickr.com/photos/mckaysavage/497785952/
Java Student User Group

- From students for everybody
- Regular lectures
- We want
  - Presentations
  - Jobs
  - Money for BeerFund ;-)
- We provide
  - Great students
  - Possibility to market your company
Campfire Stories

http://www.flickr.com/photos/glitch_nitch/556963913/
Stories, Part 1

• Werner Keil, *Spatio-Temporal Epidemiological Modeler*
• Lixto Team, *Eclipse-related aspects in Lixto Visual Developer*
• Christoph Mayerhofer, *ReviewClipse - Continuous Code-Reviews within the Eclipse IDE*
• Chris Aniszczyk, Jeff McAffer, *Introduction to EclipseRT and Toast*
• Tom Schindl, *E4 - A short overview*
Stories, Part 2

• Robert Handschmann, *MDSD with Serapis using Eclipse Plugins*

• Maximilian Weißenbök, *Speed up your development with Eclipse and Xtext*

• Karl Hönninger, *openXMA DSL*

• Florian Pirchner, *Riena-EMF-Dynamic-Views*

• Philip Langer, *The Operation Recorder: Specifying Model Refactorings By-Example*
Baked Beans...

• Eclipse Foundation - obviously
• Codeworkz - “Code Works”
• System One - “All The World’s News”
• Citit - Consulting in IT
• javatraining.at - Java courses
... and Beef Stew

- liXto - Web Intelligence

- IT solutions provider

- IT-Consulting

- agency for IT freelancers

- some smoothies
Enough Talk - Let’s Start!

http://www.flickr.com/photos/mattpicio/3524869852/